ICE London delivers the best route to the iGaming
market, confirms leading payment provider DIMOCO
DIMOCO, the renowned international payment solutions provider, will be making its debut
appearance on stand N9-209 at ICE London (5-7 February at ExCeL London, UK)
confirming there’s ’no better platform’ for engaging with the iGaming industry than at the
world’s largest b2b gaming technology event.
Founded in 2000, the Vienna-based company will be deploying a FinTech philosophy to
lead its iGaming drive. The company's Head of Communications, Charlotte Newby,
explained: “We have been visiting ICE London for many years, an annual pilgrimage that
has led to the development of many successful partnerships within the industry. Not wishing
to rest on our laurels, exciting technological developments at DIMOCO have led to new
solutions in payments. These are especially suited to the iGaming industry, with the promise
of delivering far greater conversion rates and capturing a far wider audience. At this time we
have new ideas and solutions we want to share with the iGaming industry at large and there
is no better platform to achieve this than at ICE London.”
The company, which performs hundreds of millions of payment transactions across the
globe, will be demonstrating its future-proof payment methods andrisk management
solutions, driven by their payment service act licences, both gained from the Austrian
Financial Market Authority (FMA) and passported to all EU and EAA member countries.
“DIMOCO has a firm foothold in many highly regulated industries, including adult
entertainment and online gaming” continued Newby. “Experience gained in these
marketshave equipped DIMOCO with particular expertise in ID and age verification,
attributes that are of huge importance to the iGaming industry. At ICE London we will be
showcasing our portfolio which covers the broadest spectrum of payment methods from
standard credit cards to a raft of APMs, including direct carrier billing."
In 2018 a record 33,536 visitors from 153 jurisdictions made the journey to ICE London, an
11 percent increase on the 2017 figure and a landmark which constituted the brand’s
seventh consecutive year of growth. The 2019 edition of ICE London has been confirmed
as the biggest on record, comprising 45,500 sqm of net floor space.
For more information, and to experience the spirit of genius at ICE London 2019 (5-7
February, ExCeL London, UK), visit: icelondon.uk.com.

